VITO PARTELI
RealEyes
2019, spray paint over canvas
£400
https://www.vitoparteli.com/realeyes-muse
interactive art, eyes, beliefs, point of view

LYDIA SWINNEY
Untitled 2019
2019, paper collage, ink, tape, acrylic paint, emulsion
£80
observation, useful/usefulness, the ‘everyday’, clinical environments

LUMINARA STAR
Guinevere – The Youngest Witch
2019, giclée print
£100
daughter, bloodlines, witchcraft, outsider

DANIEL RUSHFORTH
Contemplation
2019, acrylic on canvas
£200
wonder, reverie, serendipity, transformation

DANIEL RUSHFORTH
Remembrance
2019, acrylic on canvas
£200
sacrifice, redemption, memorial, presence

MELISSA WRAXALL
Eclipse
£550
outlaw, destruction, materiality, experimentation

ANYA BEAUMONT
Incidence
2019, archival quality digital print on Hahnemuhle paper
£660
architecture, banal, decorative, contrast

JACOB WEEKS
Spiritus
2018, photographic fine art giclée print
£50 each
pareidolia, investigate, afterlife, journey

RYAN LEE BOULTBEE
My Girlfriend’s Leg
2018, drawing
£65
strength, courage, personality, power

ANGELA DALEY
Modern Venus
2018, watercolour on torn paper collage
£295
red, Venus, rising, waterfall

MARK MASTERS
Mary and the Angel
2018, oil on canvas
£200
mother, hybrid, insect, Caliban

CATHERINE HOOD
The Journey Home
2019, oil paint on board
£140
being, soul, fragility, interconnectivity

DENISE BLACKBURN
Nature is My Muse
acrylic and paper on canvas
£225
multisensory, intoxicating, evocative, nourishing

MARIANNE VAN LOO
Kate Yates I
2019, photograph
£50
tenacity, hope, equality, inspirational

MARIANNE VAN LOO
Kate Yates II
2019, photograph
£50
tenacity, hope, equality, inspirational

DAVID DIXON
Micro
2019, oil on MDF
£345
phases, interfaces, interphases, differentiation

BETTINA AMTAG
The Kiss – A Romance
2019, HD video 4’32’’
A phrase/ term of speech,
What isn’t/there/missing,
or how to lose it.
What if?
How does that feel?

JENNA FOX
Lust
2018, terracotta, clay, gloss paint
£320
desire, confusion, lust, merging

JENNA FOX
Skirt
2018, wood, clay, metal
£295
power, control, sexual, tension

GORDON CULSHAW
Travels With My Aunt
2019, video 11’33’’
screened fiction, fictional facts, fact creation

HIND SAÂD
Mnémosyne
2019, video 2’54’’
memory, brands, experiences, resilience

MARY ROUNCEFIELD
Quadrilateral
screen print
£150
Escher, mathematics, geometry, illusion

MARY ROUNCEFIELD
Moebius Strip II
screen print
£150
Escher, mathematics, geometry, illusion

ROSIE BURNS
Time To Jump Off
Japanese woodcut print
£150
money, greed, plastic, waste

ROSIE BURNS
How much more?
Japanese woodcut print
£150
money, greed, plastic, waste

ROSIE BURNS
LDPE Feed?
Japanese woodcut print
£150
money, greed, plastic, waste

ROSIE BURNS
Nuts?
Japanese woodcut print
£150
money, greed, plastic, waste

JOSÉ CRÚZIO and PEDRO MAIA
[self] Insertions: The Creation of God
2019, video 3'24''
simulacrum, Self, representation, muse

CHARLIE WAYNE
Marlène
2019, fine art print, composed of skull pictures
£120
life, death, melancholic idols, identity

LISHA LIANG
What is the Body Polluted with Air?
2019, gypsum, resin, coffee, sugar, iron, plastic tubes, stone
human body, air pollution, circulatory system, permanent damage

KONAN LIM
How Would You Chase Me?
acrylic on canvas
£100
adorable, playful, mysterious, disturbing

RICHARD NASH
Paraphrase on a Grecian Urn N°4
2019, laser cut birch faced plywood suspended on monofilament line
Arcadia, illusion, reflection, reflexivity

HANNAH ROBIN BAKER
Muse Ghost #1
2019, oil monotype on paper
£250
mirror, touch, surface, gaze

HANNAH ROBIN BAKER
Muse Ghost #2
2019, oil monotype on paper
£250
mirror, touch, surface, gaze

HANNAH ROBIN BAKER
Muse One
2019, oil on board
£500
mirror, touch, surface, gaze

HANNAH ROBIN BAKER
Muse Red
2019, oil on board
£500
mirror, touch, surface, gaze

AGNIESZKA SIWCZYK
Detector
2018, giclée reproduction on cotton paper
£105
pareidolia, bicycle, animal, surrealism

AGNIESZKA SIWCZYK
Worn-out Dog
2019, giclée reproduction on cotton paper
£105
pareidolia, bicycle, animal, surrealism

AGNIESZKA SIWCZYK
Polar
2019, giclée reproduction on cotton paper
£105
pareidolia, bicycle, animal, surrealism

AGNIESZKA SIWCZYK
Rooster
2018, giclée reproduction on cotton paper
£105
pareidolia, bicycle, animal, surrealism

WILKOT RA
Ceci n’est pas un amuse bouche
2019, photomontage
irony

